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While some parents may cut down
on their children’s activities to help
them better prepare for a national
examination, others believe that
continuing with a favourite activity
could motivate them to work harder.

When Mrs Jessie Tan’s elder child,
Sozo, was in Primary 6 in 2022, he
continued to play table tennis every
Saturday at a community centre,
even as the Primary School Leaving
Examination (PSLE) approached. 

Mrs Tan, 40, a pre-school princi-
pal, says giving him time to do what
he enjoys had spurred him to do his
best.

“Playing table tennis gives him
the motivation to be consistent in
studying, as he will finish home-
work before playtime,” says Mrs
Tan, who is married to Mr Malcolm
Tan, 51, a luthier. 

They also have an 11-year-old
daughter, Hannah, and a family
activity they do together regularly
is playing board games. 

Mrs Tan also believes in letting
Sozo plan his own revision sched-
ule, but she helped him to shortlist
secondary schools offering table
tennis and guided him on their
cut-off scores. 

The 13-year-old is now thriving
at Anglican High School, where he
is in the school’s table tennis team.

Mr Elvin Foong, whose son
Nathan is sitting the PSLE this
year, also does not plan his
children’s revisions.

While Mr Foong, 41, who is self-
employed, takes the 12-year-old to
check out secondary school open
houses, he leaves Nathan’s studies
mostly to his teachers. 

As a parent, he supports Nathan
by making sure the boy takes
breaks and gets family time. He
also helps if Nathan has questions
and, at times, brings him a drink
during revision. 

“There’s so much expectation
placed on our kids for this exam.
People we meet would say, ‘PSLE
year, very stressful, right?’ If par-
ents buy into that narrative too, it
really doesn’t help our kids,” says
Mr Foong, who also has a 10-year-
old daughter, Phoebe, with his
wife, Esther.

Unlike Mrs Tan and Mr Foong,
some parents may be more forceful
in trying to motivate their children
to study, but some commonly used
methods could actually backfire in
the long run, say experts. 

WHY YOU MAY BE MOTIVATING
YOUR CHILD THE WRONG WAY

Parents may offer rewards for good
academic performance, but experts
say this could do more harm than
good.

Professor John Wang, founder of
the Motivation in Educational
Research Lab at the National Insti-
tute of Education, says it is more
important to build a child’s innate
desire to want to do well. 

Offering extrinsic rewards does
the opposite even if a goal is met in
the short term, for instance, the
child does well in a test.

“You are switching attention
from developing passion in a sub-
ject to wanting to get a prize,” says
Prof Wang, whose team translates
research on motivational issues in
education into tips for educators
and parents. 

Ms Jana Dawson, director of
academic affairs at The School of
Positive Psychology, agrees that
rewarding a child is ineffective in
the long run.

“If a child is innately curious
about something and he or she
wants to explore, the worst thing a
parent can do is to reward the child
extrinsically,” she says.

Research over the last 20 years
shows that different types of mo-
tivation will result in different ex-
periences, performance and well-
being of students, says Prof Wang.

There are two main types of
motivation – controlled and
autonomous.

Controlled motivation, where
parents force, threaten or shame a

child, brought about lower perfor-
mance when it was done in a sports
setting, leading to athletes having
difficulty in coping and dropping
out, he says. 

“Many Asian parents tend to use
controlled motivation, perhaps
because they see the kids’ perfor-
mance as a reflection of them-
selves, so they feel ashamed if the
kids don’t do well,” says Prof Wang. 

He notes that one drawback of
forcing a child to study is that if the
parents are not there, the child will
not study on his or her own. 

In addition, threats like “If you
get low marks, I’m going to cane
you” or “I’m so ashamed of your
marks, don’t talk to me” are
remarks that indirectly lower
motivation, he says. 

On the other hand, people who
are autonomously motivated show
greater persistence and improved
performance. One way to develop
this is to nurture a love of a subject,
such as by letting a child delve
deeper into an area he or she is in-
terested in, for example, in robotics. 
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nurture the interest 
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encourage them to
be self-motivated,
say experts 
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LOS ANGELES – One hundred
people RSVPed for William’s sixth
birthday party, which was held at a
Los Angeles park on a March after-
noon. 

By 12.30pm, the fire station-
themed event was in full swing,
with energetic attendees trying on
their own fire-hose backpacks and
gleefully coasting down slides into
a large custom ball pit, detailed
with flames and the slogan “Let’s
Get Fired Up”. 

Preparation for the event had
begun three months before when
Ms Sabrina Maldonado and Ms
Melissa Mueller of Stay Golden
Design began working with Wil-
liam’s mother Katie Provinziano
and 14 vendors to hammer out all
the details.

The morning of the party, with
permits from the city, they blocked
off street parking for guests and a
food truck, and propped up more
than 12m of balloon garlands. 

The birthday boy, who was
periodically trailed by a photogra-
pher and videographer, stood next
to his mother, eating water ice (a fro-
zen dessert) from a vendor’s cart.

He said he did not know what his
favourite aspect of the party was,
but Ms Provinziano, 39, suggested
that it could be the water ice. “I was
the first customer,” William said
proudly.

If not all of the specifics were
appreciated by the children, they
were certainly clocked by the
adults.

“The details never cease to
amaze me,” said Ms Maisie Pacia, a
parent in her 30s who was snap-
ping photos of it all. She had come
with her husband Rich Radford,
49, and their four-year-old daugh-
ter Harlow.

William’s birthday party repre-
sented a level of production that has
become increasingly common
among a subset of Angelenos
throwing birthday parties for their
children. Or, more often, hiring pro-
fessionals to throw those parties.

Instead of a table at a paint-your-
own pottery place or a bounce
castle in the backyard, the level of
decor and amount of planning
involved in a young child’s celebra-
tion can rival a wedding.

“It used to be that over-the-top
was looked down upon, but now
over-the-top is applauded,” said
Ms Leesa Zelkin, founder of Send
in the Clowns, a party-planning
service in Los Angeles.

She started her business 30 years
ago, when she supplemented her
income as an actor by dressing as a
clown at children’s birthday
parties. 

In 2005, during the reign of the
cupcake, she expanded to table-

scape and decorating services,
which these days seem quaint.

Every event she now orches-
trates includes multiple vendors.
Her consulting fees start at
US$350 (S$467), and soup-to-nuts
planning packages begin at
US$14,500. 

“For an event that I just booked,
we’re doing furniture rentals, a
performer, a glitter tattoo station, a
craft station, a pancake artist, a
party manager and a lifeguard –
because there’s a pool and we need
to make sure no one falls in,” she
said. “That’s a very mid-size party.”

Parties for the uber-wealthy can
clock in at US$75,000 or more, but
other parents who hire profes-
sional planners might spend be-
tween US$10,000 and US$40,000.

The ratcheting-up of expecta-
tions may have something to do
with the pandemic. 

Parents were pent-up for two
years and emerged wanting to go
big for their children’s milestones.

Then, of course, there is Insta-
gram. 

“Social media’s just doing the job
of the school gossip,” said Ms Josh-
ua Castillo, a parenting consultant

in Los Angeles. “There’s always
been social media, it just used to be
a person who found out how much
something cost, maybe took a pic-
ture, and showed you the goodie
bag from the party.”

“So much of my Instagram feed is
parties,” said Ms Ellina Chulpaeff,
a 31-year-old attorney. 

For her son’s first birthday, which
she combined with a birthday cele-
bration for herself, she executed an
Italian theme. 

There were tablescapes accented
with lemons and blue-and-white
Italian-style ceramics, and a faux

boxwood wall backdrop.
“When I see stuff on Instagram,

like insane parties in Beverly Park,
or Mindy Weiss calibre,” she said,
referencing reality TV stars the
Kardashians’ event planner, “I grab
those ideas and vendors.”

Party professionals also empha-
sise that parents typically want the
party to feature a signature visual
note, Ms Mueller said. 

Ms Castillo, who has worked
with families of all income levels
and is the author of Surviving Chil-
dren’s Birthday Parties: How
Moms And Dads Can Stay Sane
And Still Give Their Young Chil-
dren Happy Birthdays, notes that
she often observes stress or an
outright lack of joy among parents
planning birthday parties. 

These celebrations can be great
for fostering community, she said,
but are also viewed by some
families as networking events.

“There’s almost this awkward
social contract that parents think
they’ve signed onto within the
group they’re surrounded by,” Ms
Castillo said. “It seems like they
feel pressure.”

Ms Bridget London, 41, recently
brought in a temporary tattoo sta-
tion, a face painter, a light-up
dance floor and Milo the Unicorn
(an Azteca horse accessorised with
a colourful mane and horn) for her
daughter’s fifth birthday. “LA is
just different,” she said.

She noted that many schools re-
quire the entire class to be invited
to a party, which means they tend
to get big quickly.

“I think a lot of people want to
make magic for their kids,” she
said. “Los Angeles is a place where
people come to make fantasies
happen, right? Everyone is kind of
a fantastical thinker.” NYTIMES

It’s a toddler’s party.
How about a
$100,000 budget?

The fire station-themed party for William's sixth birthday. PHOTOS: STAY.GOLDENDESIGN/INSTAGRAM

confidence in the subject. One
way is to get him or her help if
he or she is struggling in the
subject, and let the child
experience success by setting
small milestones.

• Autonomy: A child needs to have
ownership of his or her learning
by having a choice of what and
when to study, rather than being
forced to do so by the parent. 

• Relatedness: This refers to the
relationship between parent and

But it can be counter-productive
for parents to sign their children up
for too many classes, especially
those the little ones are not inter-
ested in. 

“If the child asks for the classes,
there is no harm. But if parents are
the ones who dictate and the child
doesn’t pay attention, he will not
benefit,” adds Prof Wang.

Another common mistake par-
ents make is to compare the child
with others. While the comment
may seem innocuous, it does not
motivate the child. 

“Parents need to be in a position
to support their child’s learning.
We can’t expect kids to be good in
every subject,” says Prof Wang. 

PROVEN STRATEGIES TO
MOTIVATE YOUR CHILD

Parents can build intrinsic moti-
vation in their children by ensuring
three psychological needs are met
– competence, autonomy and rela-
tedness, says Prof Wang. 
• Competence: Being competent

will help the child build

child, and how it should never
be used as a threat to get the
child to study. 
Says Prof Wang: “Parents need to

cut ties between grades and rela-
tionships. The child must know he
or she is more important than any
grade he or she comes back with.”

If the three needs are provided
and satisfied, the child will be
more likely to be intrinsically
motivated, he adds.

“Every child wants to do well.

What parents can do is to create
the environment needed because
if a child develops interest in a
subject, he or she will naturally
want to learn more on his or her
own,” he says.

He advises parents to nurture
enjoyment because when a child is
absorbed in an activity, he or she
will do it even without the parents
around. 

“Conversely, if parents shame
the child, there will be negative
feelings associated with the
subject,” says Prof Wang. 

HOW TO MOTIVATE A CHILD
WHO IS NOT DOING WELL

The basic principle of motivating
academically low-performing
pupils is the same as for other pu-
pils because studies have shown
that this group of children also
want to do well, says Prof Wang. 

But they may require more time,
patience and involvement from
parents. 

If a child lacks competency in a
subject, parents need to find out
whether it is because of a chal-
lenging topic, an inability to
understand certain concepts or a

lack of exam skills. 
Work actively with the child’s

teacher or look for resources that
might help. 

“If you just give instructions like,
‘Go and study’, it will not help. If
you are personally involved, the
child will feel that his or her
parents are supportive and not giv-
ing up on him or her,” he says. 

Parents may need to provide
guidance and structure by explain-
ing to the child why he or she needs
to improve the grade and what he
or she needs to do, for instance,
reducing distractions or learning
key facts well. 

Ms Dawson from The School of
Positive Psychology recommends
that parents adopt a strengths-
based approach by focusing on and
harnessing the strengths of chil-
dren instead of constantly trying to
fix their weaknesses.

Develop their strengths and use
them to boost the area that needs
development, she advises. 

Doing this is empowering for the
child because it will impact his or
her confidence, resilience and
energy levels.

For a child who is weaker in
mathematics, look for his or her

strengths in other areas for help.
For instance, a creative child might
learn better if he uses objects or
materials like Play-Doh to repre-
sent a maths problem. 

A child who is good at social
connections may thrive if he or she
has a study buddy for the subject. 

A child who enjoys leading
others may find it useful to explain
how to solve problem sums to a
friend. 

Once children are aware of their
strengths, they will approach areas
of weaknesses with more confi-
dence, says Ms Dawson. 

Another way to motivate a child
who is struggling academically is
to cultivate a growth mindset – a
belief system that he or she can de-
velop and improve through effort.

Ultimately, experts point out
that parents should guide their
children to see grades in perspec-
tive and accept that results are not
going to define a person. 

“If parents understand that, they
will more willingly support their
child and this can be very moti-
vating for the child,” says Prof
Wang. 
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(From left) Mr Malcolm Tan, his son Sozo, wife Jessie and daughter Hannah spend time together as a family playing board games. ST PHOTO: RYAN CHIONG
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Every child
wants to do
well. What

parents can do
is to create the
environment needed
because if a child
develops interest in a
subject, he or she will
naturally want to
learn more on his or
her own. 

”PROFESSOR JOHN WANG, founder 
of the Motivation in Educational
Research Lab at the National

Institute of Education

ST forum on preparing for PSLE
If you want more ideas on 
how to support your Primary 6
child, The Straits Times will be
organising a forum on PSLE
preparation at Ngee Ann 
Polytechnic on May 20 at
10am. 

There will be a plenary 
session with Mr Sng Chern
Wei, deputy director-general of
Education (Curriculum) from
the Ministry of Education, 
who will give parents an 
overview of the PSLE scoring

system and share how parents
can better support their 
children for the exam. 

There will be two breakout
sessions conducted by experts
on English and mathematics, 
who will guide parents on 
how they can help their child in
these subjects. 

Look out for more details
when registration starts on
April 27. 

For more information, 
e-mail stevents@sph.com.sg

If a child is
innately
curious about

something and
he or she wants to
explore, the worst
thing a parent can do
is to reward the child
extrinsically. 

”MS JANA DAWSON, director of
academic affairs at The School 
of Positive Psychology

Empower your child by developing his strengths


